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quite a few demo project files and templates are integrated into the program as well, and there's
more than 6,000 additional video templates for you to choose from. though you have no option to
try any of them on your own work, you can always choose not to use them or use different ones
when you start editing a new project. the provided version features basic editing tools, but it's
not as advanced as some other products of its class. however, you will be able to do basic or

advanced editing by just dragging an edit tool onto your clip. this way is also the most convenient
for editing, as cut, copy and paste tools are available as well. adobe premiere elements 11 still
integrates quite a few useful functions from the adobe premiere pro app. the new features are

not only a high priority, but the apple transition finally enables you to choose between horizontal
and vertical video output. the program also has an archive function, which is an advantage
because it saves your projects in separate folders. first, navigate to the edit menu, and then

choose file – . then, a new user properties item will appear, which you can rename or delete if you
wish. when you click on that, a new entry called user properties will open, which enables you to

edit the app's settings, as well as limit its access to your system. from here, you can choose
whether other users can access your desktop or documents, or whether they can adjust system

settings, like whether they can create documents, log on to your system, and so on.
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premiere elements automatically corrects common web video issues. you can set up the
application to detect that a clip is shot on a tripod or follow subjects manually through the motion-

tracking feature. the program will even correct for chroma-keying and flying motion, as well as
haloing, clipping, color fringing and snow. using a wide-angle lens may cause chroma-key

artifacts which are automatically detected, and the program auto-adjusts. premiere elements
comes with a library of editors, including after effects, used for sophisticated templates. elements

has a built-in transitions effect, too. premiere elements uses the same video codecs as adobe
premiere pro, although you can opt for h.264 instead of mpeg-4 avc/vc-1, which offers better

performance. premiere elements lets you quickly eliminate unwanted elements from a video clip.
the application can remove faces, objects, logo, graphics, text, and more. since it relies on

advanced algorithms to recognize and remove object from your images and video, the results
can look pretty amazing.  premiere elements gives you great control over how your video looks in

terms of color, exposure and lighting. you can control exposure in the main dialog by choosing
from a handy standard auto, manual, scene or custom box. the auto exposure tools can get it

spot on, but the application has a lot of options for experienced users. you can add and edit video
effects to your clip, and add realistic-looking movie like motion blur and depth of field as well as
stable motion blur. you can even add motion lines to your clips using the built-in motion tracker

feature. 5ec8ef588b
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